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18 months from now 
 
I am at a conference for foundation leaders focusing on strategy surrounding diversification of 
assets and portfolio management. I am with other folks from around the country and for the 
first in 14 years I can focus on this professional education and not worry about what will be 
waiting for me when I get home (both office and homelife). Our staff at work now has a 
streamlined work flow with monthly targets defined that stretches across the year, stablilizes 
our workflow, automates administrative duties in a way that nothing piles up. We have 
protocols in place, everyone knows where they fit in the protocol process for grantmaking at 
Steele.  
 
I have been looking forward to this conference for years and have finally been able to make it a 
priority, to not keep putting off these types of opportunities. In the past I have never felt 
“ready” or felt that if I left, I would only come back to a ton of minutae. I have avoided 
networking, elevating myself with peers in this type of work. It just all seemed like a waste of 
time before, waste of time because I was soooo poor at time management and stuck in admin 
crap daily.  
 
No longer am I called upon to give my opinion on every decision on items such as: managing 
our office building’s needs, Christmas gifts, scheduling and how to set the agenda and timing 
for our quarterly meetings, catering, to prompt my asst for agendas, to prompt my assistant to 
remind me when letters have not been completed to grantees, not having to instruct each and 
every next admin step needed for granting and finance emails that come across from 
Cambridge (our CIO). I am removed from bout 80% of administrative tasks rather than the 
opposite.  
 
Our website was completed and presented to the board in February 2022 – so wonderful. A 
great design, clear purpose and approach for our mission. Our funding focus and we can now 
direct many more folks to this place for guidance.  
 
My staff is managing the process for me and not vice versa. There is a process now that all 
understand. I am no longer having to direct the mundane step by step. Documents are written 
and I merely must proof/ add a line or two and sign off. From Commmitment letters, Grant 
Agreements, December, and May mailings for our grant check dispersements.  Reports are 
read, data is culled for me and I can see the summary. Was the grant impactful? Was it a good 
try or is it a never again?   
 
The Annual Report and Bi annual grant newletters are always in process, they are built across 
the year and data is gathered with each new grant/ report data so that when it is time to collate 
information and tell the story of the season or the year the info is all in once place. A system 
has been designed to churn these three reports out.  



 
 Process has been defined and documented so that even if I have to transition a new employee 
I have a guidebook to hand over for our process’s. My executive asst now knows what I want 
her to cull from my email, sets my calendar with a ton for thoughtfulness and I am having days 
in the office where I strategize for each quarter and annually – concentrating on goals not just 
week by week or monthly but larger direction goals for the Foundation in both the finance and 
granting areas.   Almost everyone now knows all requests for my time, to meet, read or 
anything needs to go through Dana not to my email. 
 
My staff does not have to wait for me – they know what to do. I can for the first time, create 
some legacy building concepts into our grantmaking and focus on investment analysis - take 
time to continue my financial investment education so that I can always stay on top og our CIO, 
our decisions in allocations and analyzing manager performance in a much deeper manner.  
 
I have three employees now: an EA, a Director of Finance and Admin and a grants management 
associate. All feel good about being here, I have taken the time to hire very carefully. Job 
descriptions and roles are defined and clear for each member of our team. I feel absolutely fine 
building in remote work for all of us, no more guilt or anxiety, life flexibility for all as the roles 
are defined, workflow is defined, expectations defined and productivity is steady and 
communication is strong among us all. I am learning to be a better manager, building in pure 
time weekly to manage the team in thoughtful ways but also that I am satisfied and have 
markers to define the productivity, so I am comfortable. 
 
I can work from home; I can work remote again most of June and July with zero problems 
because I have managed my team and our workflow on a level I have never accomplished 
before. I can attend conferences, attempt to do some more higher education courses etc. etc. 
 
Now workouts are sacred, built into my schedule and my assistant can understand how to be 
schedule me because I have shared with her my priorities. My family time now is not me 
coming home always feeling like I left unfinished work. I no longer bring a work pile home, then 
lug it back to work the next day. I no longer look at blank screens but have a grants manager 
and assistant who can look at the exhibits I have as templates, they can read the applications 
and put in all the proper info.  I no longer feel dread each time I have to start from scratch and 
create an annual report. I have learned to celebrate the work, articulate those achievements, 
and share with the board without feeling its vauge but based on measurement.  I have sooooo 
many ideas, so many goals and a certain way I like to churn out product and it is all finally able 
to be produced by a trained staff.  
 
I no longer feel exhausted and uninspired in a job that inherently, by definition, should be 
inspiring. I no longer dread attending site visits, being out in the community and managing 
others and have tools to fall back on to measure their performance and mine. I have feedback 
and guidance for myself to grow.  I have learned how to provide staff with measurements and 
evaluations, I have learned how to self-evaluate progress to prevent getting stuck. 
 



 I am not stuck in the minutia and busy work any longer. I can think big, feel more like a 
President/CEO than ever before. It seems managing a staff is a lot like raising kids to feel self-
possessed. I never looked at it that way before, wanted people to be able to read my mind and 
when they could not I just figured if I wanted it done well I have to do it myself.   
 
I feel like I can move, I can no longer feel guilty when I am remote working. I feel good 
providing a work environment that is both supportive yet intellectually demanding for my small 
staff. I have learned from my mistakes and only hire when I know what exactly I need, its 
defined and we devise a proper hiring structure so that I can minimize a bad hire which is awful 
and I have learned from that. 
 
My kids are flourishing, we are adapting with Lila off at college and have made an effort to 
support her and visit her each semester together. We learn together, we support each other, 
and we are making the most of our time together. James and I are the facilitators of our 
children’s goals and it is feeling like things are all coming together so beautifully. Our kids like to 
achieve, they have developed a high bar for themselves, and we come in to relieve the 
pressures and provide guidance and stress adventure and travel – beyond the classroom. We 
have gotten into the groove now to plan an annual trip to someplace we have not yet been.  
 
I have better boundaries with my parents, built in scheduled visits and delegated as many 
things as I can without it being cold. I have quality time with them, not quantity time. I have 
taken my overactive empathy response and tried to reign it in. I can be there for them without 
dropping everything, without coloring my whole week. My assistant is fabulous with my mom 
and stepmom and has been a wonderful surrogate for information to them when I need things 
passed along and do not want the whole day at work to go down the drain.  
 
Hollyhock Apartments LLC is operating as well as it was a year ago. The market is still good and 
the cash flow is helping me cover my debt and with the ability to own it 100% now (bought my 
brother our in Dece 2021)J ames and I can tax plan strategically. We can run some things 
through this business, employ our kids for certain aspects, show them how to have a cash 
bearing entity alongside of other pursuits. I feel very strongly that I am an excellent role model 
for my kids just like my father was for me in every way. This is one of life’s greatest joys to know 
you can show your children the way to make a living. 
 
James and I meet monthly on our personal investments and Hollyhock LLC. We carve out time 
to manage this like any other important work/life project. This has become a priority to set time 
aside for, not merely cramming, getting caught up for our quarterly meetings with Jeff Fishman. 
We are thinking and being strategic. This type of work makes me feel proud of how we are 
managing our future and safe. 
 
My marriage is stronger now because after a lot of struggle my husband has found a new career 
and feeling more stimulated. Our conversations and time together are ones where we learn 
from each other more, have wider circles now in town and take time to support one another in 
each other’s work and career.  I no longer feel like everything financial is on my shoulders, I feel 



like I have a backup and we are maximizing the years of our earning potential. This makes me 
feel happier, less frustrated and less pressured. 
 
I have always dreamed of being more creative at work, in life, in travel and I feel like I have the 
time now to develop projects, to exercise, maintain a healthy diet, cook more often, and have a 
hobby for myself. I no longer cringe when someone wants to get together for coffee or lunch. I 
have more time to network and deepen relationships both with peers and my cherished 
friendships. 
 
 
Time is needed think them through and make the most out of this one precious life I have.  


